Maspin influences response to doxorubicin by changing the tumor microenvironment organization.
Altered degradation and deposition of extracellular matrix are hallmarks of tumor progression and response to therapy. From a microarray supervised analysis on a dataset of chemotherapy-treated breast carcinoma patients, maspin, a member of the serpin protease inhibitor family, has been the foremost variable identified in non-responsive versus responsive tumors. Accordingly, in a series of 52 human breast carcinomas, we detected high maspin expression in tumors that progressed under doxorubicin (DXR)-based chemotherapy. Our analysis of the role of maspin in response to chemotherapy in human MCF7 and MDAMB231 breast and SKOV3 ovarian carcinoma cells transfected to overexpress maspin and injected into mice showed that maspin overexpression led to DXR resistance through the maspin-induced collagen-enriched microenvironment and that an anti-maspin neutralizing monoclonal antibody reversed the collagen-dependent DXR resistance. Impaired diffusion and decreased DXR activity were also found in tumors derived from Matrigel-embedded cells, where abundant collagen fibers characterize the tumor matrix. Conversely, liposome-based DXR reached maspin-overexpressing tumor cells despite the abundant extracellular matrix and was more efficient in reducing tumor growth. Our results identify maspin-induced accumulation of collagen fibers as a cause of disease progression under DXR chemotherapy for breast cancer. Use of a more hydrophilic DXR formulation or of a maspin inhibitor in combination with chemotherapy holds the promise of more consistent responses to maspin-overexpressing tumors and dense-matrix tumors in general.